
Trovata is an open banking platform that lets companies instantly 

know how much cash they have, forecast more quickly, and 

manage cash flow with precision.

Vega’s vision is to help businesses manage their cloud infrastructure effectively and efficiently with a 

best in class cloud management platform.

Trovata like many startups heavily relies on Cloud infrastructure from providers like AWS to help them 

solve key technology issues and to avoid having their own on premises infrastructure. Being a startup 

isn’t always easy and many times startups will focus on rapid feature development vs cost-optimization 

or operational best-practices around AWS account management. AWS cost and utilization reporting 

was only slightly helpful at identifying problems and does nothing to solve them. With Vega Trovata now 

has a tool that is simple to use and allows them to organize, visualize, view costs and perform actions in 

a well thought out, meaningful and easy to use platform. 



One of the ongoing challenges of a fast-growing business is trying to keep up with best practices for 

managing the infrastructure your technology is built on. As an example, it is a recommended best 

practice to segregate environments and applications by AWS account. To keep development efforts 

simple, Trovata kept multiple environments in a single account. While this made development efforts 

easy, it meant that Development and Test were contained in a single account. This makes costing and 

operationalizing infrastructure harder to manage.

Enter Vega. Our cloud platform makes it easy for to begin the journey towards best- practices 

organization of one account per Workload. Importing an AWS account into a Vega Workload was an easy 

and painless process. After import, users have a simplified and well-organized view of cloud assets that 

are used the most. Because Trovata is laser focused on application development they had to focus on 

cost optimization manually every week. By using the Vega platform Trovata was able to break apart 

their Workload into subsets called Satellite Workloads. This not only helps companies strategize on 

moving forward with best-practices, it allows users to segregate and “Park” (shut off) development or 

test infrastructure on a schedule, thereby reducing spend and achieving cost-savings.

The simplified organizational structure of Vega allows users to define their infrastructure the way they 

think about it instead of the way the cloud provider (in this case AWS) forces them to organize it. This 

organization feature is called “Spaces” and gives users the ability to perform actions and provide 

insight across many application and environments in one place. Spaces acts as a “container” of 

workloads and aggregates costs and actions to save time and provide insight.

“Trovata is blazing a trail in the Financial Software market by innovating to help businesses better 

manage their cash. Vega is innovating in the Cloud market to help businesses better manage their 

cloud infrastructure. We think the partnership between the two makes great sense!” 

– Brett Turner, CEO Trovata.

By leveraging cost optimization features in 

the Vega platform, Trovata has been able to 

reduce their monthly AWS bill and pay for the 

Vega platform several times over. 

“Vega’s ROI is real and tangible – you can 

save money on your AWS bill from the very 

start.” – Joseph Drambarean, CTO Trovata.
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